
AST2210 - Lab exercise Spectroscopy

1 Introduction

Spectroscopy is an important observational technique. Radiation interacts with
matter and the detailed analysis of spectral lines can give important information
of the plasma where the radiation comes from. Different spectral lines and differ-
ent parts of a given spectral line are formed at different heights such that plasma
properties (like temperature, velocity, magnetic field) as function of height can be
retrieved. The plasma properties are encoded in the observed spectrum through
integrals over the line-of-sight such that the deduction of the properties from ob-
servations is far from trivial. A first step is to have well calibrated observations to
start with.

2 Goal

This lab will take you through various stages of data reduction for spectral data.
Real observations from the Swedish 1m Solar Telescope (SST) on La Palma are
used but the techniques are mostly common to all spectroscopic applications. IDL
is used throughout as programming language.

3 Setting up the environment

It is an advantage to have access to some plotting routines from Solarsoft. This is
achieved by setting up a few environment variables the same way as for the Hinode
lab:

bash-3.2$ tcsh

nekkar:~> source /astro/local/config/sswidl

SSW setup will include: <gen trace mdi sumer sot eis>

Type <sswidl> to start SSW IDL

nekkar:~> sswidl

4 Reading data into IDL

The data used in this lab are stored in an idlsave format file and is read with the
command:

IDL> restore,’~matsc/kurs/ast2210/spec_example1.idl’,/verbose

This command should result in the following printout:

% RESTORE: Portable (XDR) SAVE/RESTORE file.

% RESTORE: Save file written by matsc@melba.uio.no, Tue Oct 28 15:11:41 2008.

% RESTORE: IDL version 7.0.4 (darwin, x86_64).

% RESTORE: Restored variable: IMAGE.

% RESTORE: Restored variable: DARK.
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% RESTORE: Restored variable: FLAT_EXP.

% RESTORE: Restored variable: SPEC.

% RESTORE: Restored variable: SLIT_JAW.

% RESTORE: Restored variable: LAMBDA.

All arrays are floating point arrrays of size 1536x1024 reflecting the size of the CCD
used at SST.

5 Basic data reductions

Figure 1 shows the raw image of a spectrum taken with the SST (array image above).
Spectral lines are seen as vertical dark lines (absorption lines). The horizontal dark
stripes are caused by masks at the slit and are there to enable a determination of
scattered light in the spectrograph (will not be used here). The diagonal stripes are
interference patterns caused by multiple reflections between nearly parallel surfaces
in the optical system with resulting constructive and destructive interference. This
pattern (called fringe pattern) is a major problem in the data analysis and much
work is spent in the instrument setup to minimize them. Normally we get much
less fringes in actual data and they have been exaggerated here to illustrate the
methods used in the data reduction to even further surpress their impact on the
final data product.

Figure 1: Raw spectrum image

The normal CCD reductions steps of removing dark-current and normalizing with
the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity (flat-fielding) need to be done. The dark image is easily
obtained at the telescope by exposing the CCD with the same exposure time as in
the real observations but blocking all light from entering the spectrograph. The
resulting exposure is in the array dark. Obtaining a flat-field is more problematic
since one needs an even illumination but with the same optical path. This means
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that we need to expose through the spectrograph with even sunlight (moving the
solar image during the exposure will smear out the solar features) but we will still
get spectral lines. These will have to be removed from the flat-field exposure (array
flat exp). We can do this by assuming that the spectral lines are strictly vertical
along the columns and do not vary along the slit (this assumption will be commented
on later on). The steps are then:

IDL> flat=flat_exp-dark ; subtract dark-current from flat-exposure

IDL> sp=total(flat,2)/1024 ; average the array flat over second index

IDL> sp=sp/mean(sp) ; make sp have mean of one

IDL> for i=0,1023 do flat[*,i]=flat[*,i]/sp ; divide by mean spectrum

IDL> flat=flat/mean(flat) ; make flat-field have mean of one

Exercise 1: Check the various steps: inspect dark (with plot image and by looking
at the mean and rms), flat exp, flat. Correct the raw spectrum image for dark
current and flat-field. (If you forget to subtract the dark-image from the raw image
before flat-fielding you will still see fringes in the resulting image).

6 Wavelength calibration

Wavelength calibration is achieved through comparison with spectral lines of known
wavelengths. We will use the lines close to pixel 428 (Fe I λ=537.957 nm) and pixel
1290 (Fe I λ=538.633 nm).

Exercise 2: Assume linear dispersion and construct an array of length 1536 with
the wavelength in nm of each pixel.

7 Real data

The steps above have been idealized. In reality it is difficult to remove the spectral
lines completely from the flat-field image because of variations along the slit and
because there are real variations in the CCD in the horizontal direction (these are
assumed to be negligible above). It is furthermore problematic to remove fringes
that are along the vertical direction and fringes are often time-dependent on shorter
timescales than the interval between flat-fields (at the SST we normally take new
flat-fields every half-hour to minimize such effects). Another effect is that there are
distortions in the optical system such that the dispersion varies with slit-position
(called keystone) and the spectral lines are curved (called smile). For the wave-
length calibration one uses more than two lines and also have to take into account
gravitational redshift and a mean velocity of the granulation. A snapshot of re-
duced data with slit-dependent wavelength calibration is given in the the arrays
spec, slit jaw, lambda where spec is the reduced spectrum (should be close to
identical to the spectrum you arrived at above), slit jaw is the simultaneous im-
age of the slit-jaw of the spectrograph and lambda is the slit-position dependent
wavelengths.

Exercise 3: Determine velocities of the line-center of the two iron lines as func-
tion of slit-position. Do you see systematic velocities in the intergranular lanes?
granules? magnetic elements?
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8 Report

The lab report should contain plots of image, dark, flat exp, flat, the disper-
sion determined in exercise 2 and answers to the exercise 3.

9 Example IDL code to produce a figure

Making postscript versions of plots can be a challenge. Below is sample code to
illustrate some points.

IDL> set_plot,’ps’

IDL> device,file=’fig_flat.ps’,xsize=12,ysize=6,bits=8,/color

IDL> plot_image,flat

IDL> device,/close

IDL> set_plot,’x’

The device command has very many possible parameters. Here we set the file
name, plot-size in cm, number of bits-per-pixel (8 means that the resulting grey-
scale plot has 256 tones, the default is only 4 bits per pixel resulting in only 32
different greyscale values) and storage of a color lookup table (/color). This is not
used here but is useful if you use a non grey-scale color table.

10 Determination of velocities

Velocities are determined from the Doppler-shift of a spectral line. To determine
the position of the line-center there are many possible methods. You can use the
minimum intensity (found with the min command over a suitable range):

IDL> dum=min(spec[400:450,100],indx)

IDL> vel=(lambda[400+indx,100]-537.957)/537.957*3.e8 ; in m/s

This method is sensitive to noise. One can improve on this by first Wiener-filtering
the spectra. One can also use a functional fit to the spectral line. Appropriate
routines are poly fit, gauss fit. Experiment and enjoy!
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